
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 With the US Open on this week, the Portugal open will see a huge opportunity for the lesser likes from 
the challenge tour to battle for a European Tour title and future card. Not a lot of price money but the 
card is the holy grail for a lot of these players. 
 
The field is headlined by last week’s winner Geroge Coetzee but I want to see one of the younger up and comers get a 
win to secure their card so that is where my interest lies in this event! 
 

Royal Obidos was the final course that Seve Ballesteros designed and sadly never got to play so there 
is some great sentimental value of the course and is very popular in the region. Undulating fairways with 
a lot of elevation changes makes the course a difficult slot. Huge undulating fairways requires 
imagination coming in to the green, exactly like Seve would have envisioned. 
 
5 Par 5’s will set up the scoring for risk reward play. Nice weather Thursday and rain predicted Friday 
says that the Thursday afternoon players will have the better side of the draw. 

Jacks Tips 

Julian Suri 29-1  ⭐⭐⭐bobbyfallon24@hotmail.com 

 Clearly one of the better players in the field, this should be the type of event Julian Suri should eat up. The 
course suits his game nicely with good scoring on Par 5’s and when he gets to the top of the leaderboard, 
he stays there! Also on the correct side of the draw so lets get out of the blocks nicely! 
 

Tournament Information – Open de Portugal 

Course Information – Royal Obidos 

Alexander Knappe  41-1 ⭐ 
Bit sight unseen here but really liked the way he played last week and really should have won the 
tournament. Clearly likes the Portugal conditions and what we have seen through COVID in these swing 
events is that the same players hover at the top of the leaderboard. Syme and Horsfield showed this a few 
weeks ago so let’s go with Knappe at 41 
 

First Round Leader -  Julian Suri 26-1 

Could be a big week if Suri does the double for us! Let’s get out of the blocks with a big first round lead! 


